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Abstract 
For a graph G, the path number (G) is defined as the order of a longest path in G. An 
(m, k)~-colouring of a graph H is a partition of the vertex set of H into m subsets uch that each 
subset induces a subgraph of H for which r is at most k. The k - z-chromatic number z~(H) is 
the least m for which H has an (m, kf-colouring. A graph H is uniquely (m, kf-colourable if 
z~(H) = m and there is only one partition of the vertex set of H which is an (m, k)~-colouring of 
H. A graph G is called k - r-saturated if r(G) ~ k and z(G + e) ~> k + 1 for all e e E(G). For 
k = 1, the graphs obtained by taking the join of k - z-saturated graphs (which are empty graphs 
in this case) are known to be uniquely colourable graphs. In this paper we construct uniquely 
(m, k)~-colourable graphs (for all positive integers m and k) using k - r-saturated graphs in 
a similar fashion. As a corollary we characterise those p for which there exists a uniquely (m, kf- 
colourable graph of order p. 
1. Notation and background 
All graphs considered in this paper are finite and simple. A universal vertex of 
a graph is adjacent o every other vertex of the graph. For other notat ion and 
undefined concepts we refer the reader to [3]. 
Let H be any graph and 7 be any parameter. We define an (m, k)'-colouring of H as 
a partit ion of the vertices of H into m subsets V1, . . . ,  V,, such that each Vi induces 
a subgraph of H for which 7 is at most k. The sets Vi are called the colour classes of the 
colouring. These colourings were investigated in [5] for some choices of ,,. 
The associated chromatic number, called the k - ?'-chromatic number, is defined in 
the usual way as the min imum m for which an (m, k)'-colouring exists. It will be 
denoted by x~(H). A graph H will be called (m, k)~'-colourable if an (m, k)~'-colouring for 
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H exists, and (m, k);-chromatic if z~(H) = m. If clear from the context he parameter 
may be omitted. 
Following [6], a graph H is called uniquely (m, k)~-colourable if it is (m, k)~-chromatic 
and there is only one partition of the vertex set of H which is an (m, k)~-colouring ofH. 
The parameter of particular interest o us in this paper is the path number (G) 
defined as the order of a longest path of G. The associated chromatic number Z~, is 
studied in [2, 7]. If k = 1, only mutually non-adjacent vertices are allowed in the 
colour classes of an (m, k)~-colouring of some graph, so that this is a generalisation of
the usual colouring. 
The existence of uniquely (m, k)~-colourable graphs is not obvious, and in this paper 
we present constructions of such graphs along with related results. The following 
construction is useful in this regard: Let Gi be a graph for each i = 1 . . . .  , m. The graph 
Km[G1 . . . . .  G,,] is constructed by taking a copy of each graph Gi and by adding all 
the edges xy for x E V(Gi) and y e V(Gj) for i ¢ j. We shall call this graph the complete 
join of G I . . . . .  Gin. 
When colouring an 'inflated' graph of this type, its structure suggests a colouring of 
the graph by taking each of the inflated vertices as a colour class.This colouring occurs 
often enough to warrant a special name, and we shall henceforth call it the canonical 
colouring. 
In the case of usual colourings, the graphs obtained by taking the complete join of 
empty graphs (i.e. complete m-partite graphs) are known to be uniquely colourable 
graphs. The empty graphs are critical in some sense and in this paper we show which 
criticality concept is appropriate in the case of (m, k)~-colourings. We define this 
criticality concept with respect o an arbitrary (monotone) parameter: Following [4], 
a graph G is called k - y-saturated if 7(G) ~< k and 7(G + e) ~> k + 1 for all e ~ E((7). 
We shall prove that the complete join of k - r-saturated graphs without universal 
vertices is uniquely (m, k)~-colourable. 
We now briefly investigate some of the characteristics of k - r-saturated graphs: 
Firstly, k - r-saturated graphs exist for all k: Such a graph may be obtained from 
any graph G with v(G)= n and r (G)= k by adding edges until just before z(G) 
increases. If T does not increase ven when all edges have been added, we have arrived 
at the complete graph on n vertices, which voidly satisfies the definition of k -  r- 
saturatedness. Every non-complete k - r-saturated graph has order at least k + 1. 
In general, a k -  r-saturated graph need not contain a path of order k, as the 
disjoint union of two suitable complete graphs illustrates. The construction of the 
uniquely (m, k)~-colourable graphs presented in this paper requires k - r-saturated 
graphs which contain no universal vertices. These graphs exist; for any integer k ~> 1, 
a graph of the form Ka u Kb with a ~< k, b ~< k and a + b/> k + 1 is an easy example. 
Less trivial examples are the k - r-saturated trees studied by K~iszonyi and Tuza in 
[8]. Following them, we define the tree Tk for each positive integer k ~> 3 recursively as 
follows: Let T3 = K1,3 and T4 as in the figure. In both cases, the vertices of degree 1 
constitute the last level. If T2t is defined, let T2,+ 1) be the graph obtained from T2t by 
forming a new last level: For each vertex of the last level, add two vertices adjacent to 
T3 
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Fig. I. 
it. Similarly, if Tat  + 1 is defined, construct T2/+3 by adding two vertices adjacent o 
each of the vertices on the last level of T2~+1. 
In Fig. 1, we depict the first four of these trees. 
In [8] it is shown that every k -z -saturated tree contains Tk as a subgraph. It 
follows that TR is the k - z-saturated tree of smallest order. 
2. The path number of a complete multipartite graph 
The complete join of graphs defined in Section 1 will be used in the next section to 
construct uniquely (m, k)~-colourable graphs. The minimum structure of this graph is 
that of a complete multipartite graph, and in this section the occurrence of paths in 
complete multipartite graphs is investigated. In particular, we determine the path 
number of these graphs, 
The following notation will be adhered to throughout his section. If m and 
nl, . . .  , n m are positive integers, G = K(n~ . . . . .  nm) will denote the complete m-partite 
graph with partite classes Vi, where IVy[ = n~ for each i=  l, ... ,m. Let 
V = 07'=1V~ = V(G). Finally, we may assume that nl ~< ... ~< nm. 
Lemma 2.1. l f  P is a path in G and j =1 . . . . .  m, then ]P c~ V~[ <~ [P c~(V - Vj)] +1. 
Proof. Since no two consecutive vertices of P can be in Vj, there is at least one vertex 
of V - V~ between any two vertices of Vj in P. [] 
Corollary 2.2. I f  G has a Hamiltonian path, then nm ~ Z~ZI 1 n~ + 1. 
Proof. Let P be a Hamiltonian path of G. Applying Lemma 2.1 to P with j = m, we 
m--1  find thatnm~<~i=l  n i+ l .  [] 
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The converse of this corollary is also true: 
m-1 Lemma 2.3. I f  nm <~ '~i= 1 nl + 1, then G has a Hamiltonian path. 
Proof. Let P be a path of G of maximal length and let N = V - P with n = [ N [. If P is 
not a Hamiltonian path, then n ~ 0 and there is an index j such that N ~_ Vj; 
otherwise P can be extended at one of its endpoints. Also, each edge of P has (exactly) 
one endpoint in Vj; otherwise an edge of P can be replaced by two edges. Hence 
P alternates between Vj and V - Vj. But then nj - n = [Pc~Vj[ = [Pn(V  - Vj)[ + 
m m-1  1 = Zi= 1, i ~ j n~ + 1 >1 Zi= 1 nl + 1 >~ nm. Hence, since n > 0, nj > n,,. This contradicts 
the maximality of nm. [] 
We are now ready to prove 
Theorem 2.4. 
f m ~(G)  = i=1 
2 n i+ l  
i=1 
m-1 
42 ~ n i+ l .  
i= l  
m-1  
iff n,, <~ ~ n i+ l  
i=1 
otherwise 
Proof. The first part is proven in Corollary 2.2 and Lemma 2.3. For the second part, 
m--1 assume that nm > Zi= 1 n~ + 1. If P is any path of maximal length in G, then, by 
~ K~m-1 applying Lemma 2.1 with j = m, we deduce that I Pc~ Vm[ -~ ~i= 1 nl + 1. Hence the 
m-1 order of P is [Pc~ Vm[ + [Pc~(V -- V,,)[ ~< ~i=1 ni + 1 + X';'S11 ni =2 Z~_-I 1 ni + l. 
A path of this length can now be constructed by starting (and ending) in Vm and 
alternating between Vm and V - Vs. [] 
In the following result we investigate the distribution of colour classes amongst 
partition classes in (m, k)~-colourings of G. 
Lemma 2.5. Let k be an integer such that Zi~= 1 ni ~ mk + 1. Then the following holds 
for any (m, k)*-colouring of G: 
1. There is a colour class with at least k + 1 vertices. 
2. Each colour class with at least k - 1 vertices either has at least V (k + 1)/2] vertices 
in some partition class Vi, or it induces a subgraph of G that contains a Hamiltonian 
path. 
3. Each colour class with at least k + 1 vertices has at least V(k + 1)/2-] vertices in 
some partite set Vi. 
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Proof. Let any (m, k)*-colouring for G be given. 
1. If every colour class has at most k vertices, at most mk vertices are coloured and 
mk< ~'= 1 ni = v(G), a contradiction. 
2. Consider some colour class with at least k - 1 vertices. Suppose that it has ki > 0 
vertices in partition class Vi, for i = 1 . . . . .  n and for some n ~< m. We may assume that 
1 ~<kl<~ .-- ~<k.. 
If k, < V (k + 1)/2-~ then y~_-~ ki = 2~-1 k, - k, > k - 1 - r  (k + 1)/2-] = [.(k +1)/2 J -2 .  
n- -1  But then k, <<, V(k + 1)/2 7 -1  ~< [_(k + 1)/2J ~< ~,=1 k¢ + 1. Invoking Lemma 2.3, we 
deduce that this colour class contains a Hamiltonian path. 
3. This follows from 2, since a Hamiltonian path on k + 1 vertices cannot occur in 
the subgraph induced by a colour class. [] 
3. Constructing uniquely (m, k)~-colourable graphs 
The main result of this section is a constructive proof for the existence of uniquely 
(m, ky-colourable graphs, using k r-saturated graphs. In this theorem, the following 
technical result will prove useful. 
Lemma 3.1. Let G be any graph and let W ~_ V(G) with I W[ <<, r(G)/2. Then 
T((G -- W) +/~,wl) >/r(G). 
Proof. Let z(G) = k, ] W[ = n and let P be some path in G of order k with end-vertices 
a and b. The following definitions will facilitate the description of the construction: 
When proceeding along P from a to b, we call a vertex special whenever it is adjacent 
in P to a vertex of W, but is not itself in W. The subpath of P consisting of all vertices 
of W between (but excluding) consecutive special vertices is called a W-segment of P. 
Thus P wanders between W and V(G) -  W, the thresholds to W-segments punc- 
tuated by the special vertices. Since [ W[ = n, there are at most n W-segments in P. 
We now construct a path P '  by replacing each W-segment of P by a path not in W: 
if some W-segment occurs between the special vertices u and v, it is exchanged for the 
path uzv, where z e/~,.  Different W-segments will use different vertices z from K',, and 
should a W-segment contain a or b and thus be marked by only one special vertex w, it 
is replaced by the one-edged path wz for some z in/£, .  
Now the order of P'  may be smaller than that of P. We remedy this by using the 
remaining vertices o f /£ ,  to extend P': Construct he path P" in (G - W) +/~,. by 
repeatedly replacing an edge uv of P which remained in P '  with a path uzv for some 
hitherto unused vertex z of /£ , ,  if any such edges exist. This process will terminate 
either when the vertices of /£,  are exhausted, or when no such edges of P remain. 
In the first case, the order of P" is at least k - I W I + n = k, since, firstly, at least 
k -  [W I= k -  n vertices remained in P' after removal of the W-segments and, 
secondly, all of the vertices of/£, ,  namely n, are in P". 
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In the second case, if there are no more edges to replace with paths, but nevertheless 
at least one vertex of/(n is still available, then the path P" alternates strictly between 
the vertices of G - W and those of/(n. Again the order of P" is at least k: Counting 
those vertices of P that survived in P", we get at least k - I W I = k - n >1 k/2 (since by 
assumption k/> 2n). Because P" alternates, there must be as many vertices of P" in 
/(,  as there are outside o f / ( , ,  except when both end-vertices of P" are in G - W. In 
this case the available vertex in / ( ,  may be added to P" and hence P" contains at least 
k/2 vertices o f / ( , .  
Thus, given any path P of order k in G, we can construct a corresponding path P" of 
order at least k in (G - W) +/ ( , ,  proving that z(G) <<. z((G - W) +/(n)- [] 
Corollary 3.2. Let G be a k-c-saturated graph without universal vertices. Let n 
be an integer with 1 <~ n <<.(k +1)/2 and let W ~ V(G) with I Wl = n. Then 
z ( (G-  W)  + g~) >1 k + 1. 
Proof. Let u~ W and let v be any vertex of G not adjacent to u. Then 
z(G + uv)>>, k +1 by the saturatedness of G. Applying Lemma 3.1 to the graph 
G + uv, we deduce that z(((G + uv) - W) +/ ( , )  >/k + 1. But since u e W, the graphs 
(G + uv) - W and G - W are identical and the result follows. [] 
We now describe the setting for the main result. For integers m/> 2 and k t> 1, let 
each of the graphs G1 . . . .  , Gin- 1 be k-z-saturated and without universal vertices, and 
let Gm be any graph with z(Gm) = k. Consider any (m, k)~-colouring of the graph 
F = Km[GI . . . . .  Gin]. For each colour i with 1 ~< i ~< m, let vi be the number of 
i-coloured vertices of F, that is, the cardinality of the ith colour class. Note that 
the colouring induces an (m,k)~-colouring of the complete m-partite graph 
K(v(G1), ... ,v(Gm)) and that the order of this graph is ~im__lV(Gi)~ (m- - l )  
(k + 1) + k >>. mk + 1, since m >~ 2. Hence, Lemma 2.5 applies and we may deduce the 
following: 
If i is an index such that v~/> k +1 - -  the existence of at least one such i is 
guaranteed by Lemma 2.5 - -  then by the same result, there is at least one partition 
class containing at least V(k + 1)/2 7 of these v~ vertices. Let this partition class be Gfti). 
Thenf is  a function operating on the subset of { 1, . . . ,  m} consisting of all those colours 
that each colours at least k + 1 vertices: 
Suppose that for some colour i, the graphs Gs and Gt both contain at least 
V(k + 1)/2-] i-coloured vertices with s ~ t. Then there would exist an i-coloured path of 
order k + 1 by the structure of F, contradicting the assumption that we have an 
(m, ky-colouring. Thus s = t andf i s  a function. 
The last auxiliary result is stated in the notation of the preceding paragraphs. 
Corollary 3.3. The following holds for the graph F and any (m, k)~-colouring of F: 
1. I l l ( i )  v ~ m and Gfti) is not monocoloured, then vl < v(Gf,)). 
2. I l l ( i )  = m, then vi <~ v(Gm). 
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3. The set of vertices of any G~ which is monocoloured comprises a colour class 
on its own. 
Proof. Let any (m, k)~-colouring for F be given. Let i be some colour for whichf(i) is 
defined, i.e. with vi ~> k + 1. Let Wa be the set of non-i-coloured vertices of G:~i) and let 
W2 be the set of i-coloured vertices of F outside of G:~i). 
1. Suppose that f( i) ~: m. We consider the case I W2[ /> [ WI[ first and note that 
[ WI[ >~ 1 by our assumption. If furthermore [ W2[ > [_(k + l)/2J, then the vertices of 
W2 together with V(k + 1)/2 7 of the i-coloured vertices of G:(i) induce a subgraph 
of F containing an i-coloured path of order k +1. Hence ]W2[ ~<[_(k +l ) /2 J  and 
therefore also I W1] ~<[_(k +l) /2 J .  We may now apply Corollary 3.2 to obtain 
r((G:(i) - W1) + We) >~ k + 1, which implies the existence of a path of order k + 1 in 
the ith colour class. Thus [ W21 < I W11. But then vi = I W21 "~- v(Gfl i)) - -  I WI  [ < v(G:li~) 
and we are done. 
2. I f f ( i )  = m, then G,, contains at least V(k + 1)/2 7 of the i-coloured vertices and 
hence I Wzl <~ k/2, for otherwise we may construct an i-coloured path of order k + 1 
alternating between vertices of W2 and G,,. Suppose that [ W21 t> [ W1 [ + 1. Then 
~((Gm - Wl) + W2) >1 ~((am - W1) + g~wl~+ ~) = ~((Gm - Wl) + g~w,~) +1 
~> k+l ,  
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 3.1. This implies the existence of an 
i-coloured path of order at least k + 1, a contradiction. Thus ] W2[ ~< [W~ I and 
arithmetic yields the desired inequality. 
3. Assume that some Gj with j ¢ m is monocoloured with colour 1. Let xy be any 
edge not in G~ - -  such an edge exists, since no vertex of Gj is universal. Then the graph 
Gj + xy contains a path P of order k + 1 that contains the edge xy, by the saturated- 
ness of G~. Now let z be any vertex of F outside of Gj. If z has colour 1, then we may 
replace the edge xy of P by the path xzy to obtain a 1-coloured path of order k + 2 in 
F, which is a contradiction. Hence no such vertex z can exist. 
A similar argument can be used i f j  = m. [] 
We now state the main theorem of this section. 
Theorem 3.4. Let m >1 1 and k >~ 1 be integers. I f  each of Gx . . . . .  G,, is a k-r-saturated 
9raph without universal vertices, except at most one 9raph, which may be any 9raph with 
path number exactly k, then the complete join Km[G1 . . . . .  Gin] is uniquely (m, k) ~- 
colourable. 
Proof. Let F = KIn[G1 . . . . .  Gm]. We consider the case k = 1 separately. Here we need 
to show that the complete join of m null graphs of which at least m - 1 have at least 
two vertices each is uniquely (m, 1)~-colourable. It is easily seen that this is true: Any 
colouring other than the canonical colouring would have to assign the same colour to 
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a pair of vertices from different partite sets and would thus give rise to a mono-  
coloured K2. 
The proof  for k ~> 2 is by induction on m. For  m = 1, the result is trivially true. We 
now assume it to be true for the integers 1 . . . . .  m -1 ,  where m ~> 2. Let each of 
G1 . . . .  , Gin- 1 be a k-z-saturated graph with no universal vertices and let G,, be either 
another such graph or any graph with z(G,,) = k. Since the canonical colouring is an 
(m, k)~-colouring of F, our aim is to show that it is the only one. To this end, consider 
any (m, k)~-colouring of F. 
Let us first consider the case where no Gi is monocoloured and denote, as before, 
the number  of i-coloured vertices of F by vi. Now for each i either vi >~ k + 1 or v~ ~ k; 
say the first option holds for the colours 1 up to l, and the second for the remaining 
colours. (Note that l >/1 by Lemma 2.5(1).) Thus we have vi >/k + 1 for i = 1 . . . . .  l 
and v~ ~< k for i = l +1 . . . .  ,m. 
By Lemma 2.5(3) and the definition of the function f :{1 . . . .  , l} ~{1 . . . .  ,m}, 
a colour i with i = 1, . . . ,  I occurs at at least V(k + 1)/2-] of the vertices of the graph G:( o 
and by Corol lary 3.3(1) and (2) we have vi < v(G:(i)) i f f ( i )  :~ m and vi <. v(G:(i)) if 
f(i) = m. 
Now it is possible that more than one colour i corresponds to a given valuef( i) :  
Suppose that fassumes d different values sl, . . . ,  sd and denote the ser f -  1(s j) by S j, for 
j = i, . . . ,  d. Choose some representative ij from each set Sfi then sj =f( i j ) .  Note how 
the colours from Sj are distributed in F: Each i ~ S~ occurs at at least [-(k + 1)/2 7 of the 
vertices of the graph G~ and therefore at at most L(k + 1)/2J vertices outside G~j. We 
now proceed to count the number  of vertices coloured in the given colouring, starting 
with those coloured by colours of the set Sj: 
iESj ij ~ iESj 
The first inequality is strict for each of the d sets of inverse images S~, except when 
f(ij) = m. The second inequality is strict except when f is one-to-one, since then 
I Sjl -1  --0 for all j. When considering all j = 1 . . . . .  d, there will therefore be at least 
one strict inequality except when f is one-to-one and has only the value m. 
Iff( i~) :~ m for some j or f is not one-to-one, then the total number  of coloured 
vertices is 
d d d 
vi< ~ v(a~)+ ~ ( IS j l -1 )k  +(m- l )k= ~ v(G~)+(m-d)k ,  
i=1  j= l  j= l  j= l  
where the term (m - l)k accounts for the (at most) k vertices coloured by each of the 
colours l + 1, . . . ,  m. Bearing in mind that v(G~) >~ k + 1 if i < m and v(G~) >>. k, this 
last expression counts at most v(F) vertices and we have F~': ~ v~ < v(F), a contradic- 
tion. 
In the other case we may assume that f=  {(io, m)} for some colour io. This means 
that exactly one colour class contains more than k + 1 vertices and that at least 
V(k + 1)/2-] of these are in G,,. The other m -- 1 colours occur at at most k vertices each. 
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Since vlo ~< v(G,,), we then have 
v i=v i  o+ Y', v i<~v(am)+(m-1)k<v(F) ,  
i -1  io ;a i= l  
since each of the other Gi has at least k + 1 vertices. Thus we again have a contradic- 
tion and it follows that such a colouring is not possible. 
Hence some G; is monocoloured and, by Corollary 3.3(3), the vertices of Gj form 
a colour class. We may now apply the induction hypothesis to the graph F - V(G~) 
and conclude that it is uniquely (m - 1, ky-colourable. But then F is uniquely (m, k) ~- 
colourable. [] 
We remark that the conditions of Theorem 3.4 cannot be relaxed to the situation 
where two of the Gi contain universal vertices ince in such a case, by exchanging the 
colours of two such vertices, a colouring different from the canonical colouring will be 
obtained. 
4. The order of uniquely (m, k)~-eolourable graphs 
To obtain a uniquely (m, k)~-colourable graph of small order, we may choose in 
Theorem 3.4 m - 1 k-r-saturated graphs of order k + 1 and one complete graph on 
k vertices; this will result in a graph of order mk + m - 1. In this section we show that 
this is indeed the smallest order that any uniquely (m, k)~-colourable graph can have. 
Theorem 4.1. Let G be any uniquely (m, k)~-colourable graph with k >>- 2 anti m >~ 2. 
Then t,(G) >~ mk + m - 1. 
Proof. Let G be uniquely (m, k)~-colourable and consider its (m, k)~-colouring. Every 
colour class has to contain at least k vertices, for suppose some colour class W has at 
most k - 1 vertices. Then, since m >~ 2, an arbitrary vertex from any other colour class 
may be moved to W without causing the path number of W to exceed k, producing 
another (m, k)~-colouring. 
Next we prove that at most one colour class has exactly k vertices. Suppose that 
colour classes V1 and V2 both have exactly k vertices. Then, since k ~> 2, a different 
(m, k)~-colouring may be obtained by exchanging any vertex of V1 for any vertex of 
V2 .... the new colour classes will both still not contain paths of order more than k. 
Hence all colour classes but one contain at least k + 1 vertices. Arithmetic now yields 
the bound. [] 
Since there is no upper bound to the order of a k r-saturated graph, we may 
construct arbitrarily large uniquely (m, k)~-colourable graphs using Theorem 3.4. The 
following result refines this statement it is in the same spirit as Corollary 1 of 
Section 3 of [1]. 
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Theorem 4.2. Let m >~ 2 and k >~ 1 be integers. Then there exists a uniquely (m, k) ~- 
colourable graph of  order p if and only if p ~ mk + m -1 .  
Proof. The necessity of the condit ion follows from Theorem 4.1. To prove the 
sufficiency we first apply Theorem 3.4 to Km[KkwK1 . . . . .  KkWK1,  Kk] to obtain 
a uniquely (m, k)~-colourable graph of order mk + m - 1. To complete the proof, we 
remark that the fol lowing construct ion appl ied to a uniquely (m, k)~-colourable graph 
G of order p, for which z(H) = k for each subgraph H of G induced by a colour class of 
G, results in a uniquely (m, k)~-colourable graph G* of order p + 1: Construct  G* by 
taking a copy of G and a new vertex v and join v to all the vertices of all but one of the 
colour classes of G. []  
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